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UPDATED: Peter has made a new video
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Also lets see the EPCOT centre of Walt disneys.  This was his drawings and philosophy for a Prototype city of Tomorrow, where it housed scientists
and and engineers always at the cutting edge of technology designing things for the cities of the future, where a community of people would live like
noone else on the planet has ever done before.
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1. I love your rant. You’re right. Keep up the good work. Expose these criminals.

 Manila English said this on September 2, 2010 at 12:17 am | Reply

Yeah its not me but the rant is funny and the guy is clearly annoyed at TVP and Frescos mob haha, I wanna investigate some of his info
some more actually as its interesting what he is implying.

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 5:28 pm | Reply

It is soooooo funny. I want to hear more.

 Manila English said this on September 2, 2010 at 5:35 pm

Here is his youtube page:

http://www.youtube.com/user/Peterwhitlock

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 5:50 pm

Oh my gosh that’s a lot of videos. This guy isn’t playing around. Hahahaha. I subscribed to his channel. This is going to be my
funny pages. Do you remember back when we were kids and newspapers used to be popular? This is the funny pages. lol.

 Manila English said this on September 2, 2010 at 6:58 pm

hahaha

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 7:59 pm

2. all of the claims made by the speaker regarding geothermal power are rhetorical and patently false. Geothermal power does not cause
volcanoes unless its done on a fault line. The water is not even a hundredth as poisonous as coal or oil burning even under the worst conditions,
but in a closed circuit system there would never be anything other than 100 percent pure steam.
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In short the speaker has no knowledge of geothermal power and is simply ranting on that subject.

As far as substances go, (not that this matters to me that much compared to geothermal power) there are space age plastics in existence with
the tensile strength and etc to do what Jaques proposes. The problem with such materials is that they are exorbitantly expensive. In short,
foamcrete design while not being as spectacularly futuristic in that 1950s world fair sort of way
is a much better and dirt cheap substance which could be used to make truly meaningful designs- none of which would look like the paper
models jaques makes.

 prometheuspan said this on September 2, 2010 at 3:47 am | Reply

3. trains going at 3000 or even 10 thousand miles an hour under the sea is very simple where you use a magnetic acceleration and the train moves
inside of a tube thats had the air sucked out.

 prometheuspan said this on September 2, 2010 at 3:50 am | Reply

Yeah and he points out some of the problems with it.

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 5:29 pm | Reply

4. This guy is hilarious.

 Nate said this on September 2, 2010 at 6:58 am | Reply

yeah he is kinda funny

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 5:26 pm | Reply

5. I see lies here but not in the clip! No the geo-thermal well do make 3.0 earthquakes and they suspect it is longer deeper craks being formed. If
too deep the control is lost and a volcano can be created.. over time. Yes the waters are super poison as they teach you it is the worst
environmental on the planet! larger than all the ones we had so far put together! LEARN FRAC WATERS! plastic cities kill all on earth to
make the plastic that does not have the attributes or could be used ever! NO foamcrete is weak and is porous and has none of the attributes to

build with…you are lying out of ignorance…I have to forgive you ONCE! ANd 3000 mils perhour kills humans and all that lives with a bump of
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only a foot or twist…1 g become 10 G’s 29 will kill you instantly… at 3000 mph you get up to 100 gs and in from any direction… a window
pops and you die…all die the whole train! The material itself is a pollution on the sea, the currents can’t be fought or corrected for in deep
water… sharks crabs and other things that tend to rip open things…power supplies make no sense… over 300 reasons why it does not work
is not a joke… it is a warning!
and no track on earth exist that can move up and down and sideways and still function IF power was possible to use when it takes the power of

2 cities to make it run… well the point sort of tells you what is what!
cost of construction is only a tiny 200 trillion dollars and the lifespan of it only 20 to 50 years and you have to rebuild it all…yep real smart
stuff..if your IQ is lower than a snail.

 Peter said this on September 2, 2010 at 7:36 pm | Reply

hey Peter welcome to the blog feel free to post your thoughts man, would’nt mind knowing where you are getting all your information on
Jacque Frescos history at some point.

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 8:02 pm | Reply

6. Just watched the two videos.

Kinda funny? This is really funny.

LoL!

Jacque Fresco must be saying some new things in his interviews/lectures because what this guy is saying is new to me. Usually I hear the same
stuff from Jacque Fresco, but yeah…

His claims:

1. Zip Gun lying?

2. Jacque Fresco being arrested as a teenager?
3. Imaginary Tribe?

I guess I’m going to have to watch more videos from this guy, this is pure entertainment. It just gets more controversial, but I would like to see
his research- he seems well-versed on Jacque Fresco to me despite how he displays his rants on YOUTUBE.

Oh yeah, I want to hear his 300 reasons on why we can’t use geothermal energy. I have however heard about how tiny earthquakes that have
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been made from geothermal plant(s) like in California as an example, something I should probably look into more. But it seems that scientists
dismiss these earthquakes not being dangerous and seem to think they know how to stop them if they are creating them.

 BranManFloMore said this on September 2, 2010 at 8:28 pm | Reply

I think the 300 reasons were in regard to the under ocean hi speed maglev monorail, but I might be wrong.

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 8:38 pm | Reply

You’re right. Got mixed up there.

 BranManFloMore said this on September 3, 2010 at 5:08 am

I watched an old movie once about a scientist who wanted to tap into the energy of the earth by pushing a nuke down to crack the earths

core and feed off it, and the film ended up with the earth cracking right around the earth and all kinds of disasters going on, this was made
in the 1950s -1960s if i remember correctly.

Fun movie riddled with sci fi paranoia.

 anticultist said this on September 2, 2010 at 8:41 pm | Reply

7. Jacque Fresco “annihalated” by who? By a religious nut who projects like hell.
When I saw the first video of his that you posted here I asked myself why does he have so much hate in him and why does he think about JF

like that.

Then i started watching his other videos, and yea, the guy is a lunatic.
I mean just check his arguments in this video:
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Sorry, the Wayback Machine does not have this video archived.

Whats so funny is that you re promoting this wacko on your blog, and if you ever had a tiny bit of credibility left, you lost it all now anticultist.

Its really funny how you re out of topics on this blog so you fall this low…

I dont care if you delete this comment or not. I wanted you to read it. Because everyone with little brain will figure out your propaganda and
how pathetic you all “anti-tzm people” are.

 tzm supporter said this on September 3, 2010 at 1:24 am | Reply

I am promoting some of the things he says in his videos for further research that is all. So any credibility I had, which was never anything

in the eyes of TZM fanatics like yourself is not gained or lost because nowhere in this thread have I actually said i agreed with anything.
Your clear divisive attempts to paint a picture of what I think about Peter and whether I support him is wrong, I just find some of the

things he has said interesting in the vids and wouldlike more evidence as stated above clearly in my replies.

Whats really funny is how cult fanboys like yourself feel the need to even post here, if this is such a lunatic post and of low calibre why
are you even bothering to reply? Surely if noone is going to take what peter has said seriously you would be happy to get on with your

life and forget this post existed?

Also calling him a whacko and a lunatic does not take away that hes said some things about fresco that could be some really damaging
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things if they prove to be true. Name calling and ad hominem tactics from a TZM member? surely not !!

 anticultist said this on September 3, 2010 at 6:20 am | Reply

There are a lot of ‘wackos’ in the world. Jacque Fresco, Peter Joseph, Pat Robertson, this guy, etc… Just because someone is a

religious fanatic doesn’t mean that nothing they say is right. A lot of what this goofy guy says could be correct. After all, Fresco is a half-
baked pie and so is Peter Joseph Merola, a man who can cut and paste to create low quality presentations but isn’t a real film producer.

 Manila English said this on September 3, 2010 at 11:09 am | Reply

I’m also curious as to why he hates Jacque Fresco so much that he dedicates this much effort into ranting about him. Maybe he got

burned by him.

 Manila English said this on September 3, 2010 at 11:13 am | Reply

The clip IS CORRECT!
Jacques fresco did in FACT claim he would remove religious children and others and switch parents on them to make them forced to

learn other cultures! He said if he was on a ship sinking that he would choose only the skilled ones (crew) and let the others die. he said
Birds can’t sing and hear a sound too high for us to hear to react and make a sound we say is singing!

Then watch my clip on him about the guy that killed his wife…”he took a long time before he killed here! LEAVE IT ALONE! You

don’t know! he was a NICE GUY!
His KKKish round Venus clip s a great proof… How come you try to mock ME whyen I have pointed to over 30 clips of his that he

contradicts himself from clip to clip and his lies do not match timelines… like his 6 weeks as KKK in Miami… funny he claims he took
the KKK leader to his LAB but his lab was in ano0ther city and years before and closed… so how long and where was he KKK? years

and at least two cities!

Oh and i teach PREVENTION and the trim tab principle is master and God of all constructions … SO I teach PERFECT VILLAGES
from 2000 years ago taken from 10,000 years before that!

so a 12,000 year old village template still better than all you have on the planet or proposed by any others.
Remember Jacques fresco had mental problems in the military and so admits that BUT also a fake heart attack took place on top of the

no salute the flag to con his way out of war then out of work… a con does what a con does! A fake electric Umbrella when broke, a
fake 3 wheel car or way to deice planes…he would say ANYTHING to get attention and VICTIMS he is soooo used to feeding off of

that he does not even think it is a 419 FRAUD he ran and runs.

Hid R.B.E. fails so he changed it to GLOBAL RBE and it still fails to prove it was a lie made up to steal donations by buying land to gain
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rights to it and suck in more victims using the complete line of fraud tactics for this line of fraud of models movies and claims of things that
can’t exist for 24 hours (R.B.E.).

The man spent his whole life faking out others and making knock off’s to get fake credibility because he did none of the work! His knock

off are all inferior to the things he copied from. Walt Disney complete spectrum of things linked to E.P.C.O.T. (not EPCOT). Buck
minister fuller’s car and a few others that he saw fit to make knock off from.

he was a fraud all his life and knock off and fakes and INSANE bad models like his Garden Home of tomorrow HOT BOX that was
dead last in a 36 display effort. no one ever built anything of his. His model had more in common with ovens and solar heater and

greenhouses than a home. It was Proof he had ZERO skills in the engineering and made almost all the mistakes of the rookies to prove it.

electric cane/Umbrella was insane!
The High Voltage through planes to deice them INSANE!

The grit on roads INSANE!
Super fast trains and city under the sea (he was forced to DROP) but because the KIDS liked the photo sooo much HE BROUGFHT

IT BACK! It is the Picture he uses now all over but is his own rejected model because it was proven IMPOSSIBLE to build or work
BY EXPERTS to him and he saw what they were saying was true and TOOK IT DOWN and said “I am not in the city under the sea

thing anymore”

Just to show how two faced he always was.
He has a clip telling he has no projects under the sea at all since he was informed by experts how hard it would be and how deep and

light… corals reefs. so he dropped all of it! he was told it was so simple to put a cam and monitor it from the land that no constructions at
all are needed.

Try to find something of his that works!
His own claims of invention lead to other people’s names alw3ays 100% of the time and HIS is never mentioned! His response is

“Others took credit for my work” (years before he did it!)

Did you know the ORIGINAL TVP was called NEW Atlantis and he changed it?
Did you know he refused MILLIONAIRES come to Venus to invest BILLIONS into his project only to walk away and say “You have

to take ALL that Jacques WITH A GRAIN OF SALT”.
Or did you know TVP was originally about building on Venus land and get more land?

Yep! That monster wanted people to invest to build HIS models on HIS land But all hois models are fakes and so TOYS and no
blueprints could be made of child toys like that! So they told him he needed a REAL DESIGNER AND REAL ENGINEER and get

REAL BLUEPRINTS! He was so insulted that he said, he was the designer and he was the engineer! So they smiled and left!

since that day he tried to SELL TVP scams all over the planet one after the other and even built a PLASTIC apartment for Dube and
was mocked for it there.

(It was also a crime for him to try to sell apartments prefabricated so he changed his tune and lied and said it was a trick lie to try to
change people there’s perception and introduce the real TVP (ya sure)

and dude… if I say it it is because that fool at one time or another said it or clearly it is seen that he is lying. He is well known to put his
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hand into his other hand and pump it to over 20 different questions! he used it to divert questions for decades!
“We can plant SENSORS under the ground and track water tables!” LOL

as if we had not been doing such things since the dawn of community water supplies.
Go ahead, try to find one single thing that works in all his presentations! did Zip guns exist in 1931? Do you think as a 4th to 5th grade

drop out run away he got a high paying Job when 100 men in line all more qualified and could read! With a picture he made in a car as

Jesus songs drove him nuts all the way?
The Algebra guy that teach mankind algebra.

But the Arab K.K.K. version of leadership and the 4 BILLION dollars he REJECTED becfause it was KKKish around Venus…man
that should make you jump in the seat!

It is in the interviews on the TVP site!
well it was last time I checked but people tell me they took a lot of incriminating clips out as part of the HIDE all flaws part of the

donation 419 FRAUD scam.

most of all remember I am here for centuries to come to mark him in the flames of history.
we BURN him in the lake of fire and he is not even dead yet!

we will burn him a LONG TIME NOW! We refuse him death! He lives in the clips and we Burn him in each of his lies and evil goals so
no such HITLER RISE from his defective inferior work mostly stolen from THEIST on prophecy subject of the CHURCH OF JESUS

that in scripture is a VILLAGE TEMPLATE FROM GOD TO SOLVE AND DEFEAT EVIL by FORM and FUNCTON call “KEYS
AND SEALS”

today we know it as most powerful of constructions of mankind! ARCHES ande the CONCENTRIC CIRCLES you can make with

them as well as a flat roof to grow food on (away from animals) and be ABLE TO ADAPT as well as PROTECT from ANYTHING
each community choose is not needed or threat of any kind.

So even the very concepts he say, he stole from THEIST only to claim it as Atheist but in doing so MAKES HIM SATANIST!
Prophecy is about Jacques Fresco attempting to deceive all nations to make a power seat for an unknown leader of the future that can

with ease control a central computer as a command center… the MAJOR MAJOR end function of RBE and Central computer.
His hatred of religions is to the point he would take kids away from parents to force the children to not be Theist and so SOLVE

religions once and for all!

if you do not think any of this is truth… go look it up! take a few years to watch the clips and all his stuff… then compare them to each
other!

Like hos Bio keeps making him look like a angel more and more as wqe go over the years… always made to sound good not say truth!
never was his bio about truth but cover the truth!

then watch his eyes… he has a give… when he lies he look to the left and to the celling and the bigger the lies the more he looks up!
SAme with Roxanne and she will look left and up each time she lies and funny when they say the lies together they do it together!

it is tell Mothers use on kids!

when Humans lie, they do this a LOT!
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a voice stress test on ether even off the clips will prove they are in full knowing they are lying.

YOU can test them…

They do it on TV now…
if the Memory is not there the line is rather FLAT and if the memories exist for real they are full of nuances and peaks of details linked to

the memories.

You will NOT be able to lie to athorities in the near future. The Voice can’t hide knowing from not knowing and we now can tell 100%

of the time like fingerprints.
You can ask they do test on hos stories and you will see each story even if it does not math hos own other stories are ALL lies! ALL

100%

not one of hos stories will pass the tests on his eyes or voice.
then ask yourself.. How can RBE work… and be real about it! Then if you got brains it is clear lies and fake… then ask WHY… and

HOOKER ROXANNE in for the cash and really focused on the cash from day one…as usual follow the money!
LOL

Biggest post ever?

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 2:27 am | Reply

8. as to the issue of the credibility of Anticultist, let me say briefly that hes fully credible and he published my points which makes it quite fair.

“I see lies here but not in the clip! No the geo-thermal well do make 3.0 earthquakes”

That is only going to happen where a well is put on a fault line.

Otherwise, its simply BS.

Your failure to know or understand the difference is your problem.

“and they suspect it is longer deeper craks being formed. If too deep the control is lost and a volcano can be created.. over time.”

No, even worst case scenario situations will not form volcaones, but thanks for illuminating us with saturday morning cartoon physics.

“Yes the waters are super poison as they teach you it is the worst environmental on the planet!”

Again, do you know what the difference is between and open and closed system? No? Then quit being an idiot.

An open system certainly can generate bad gasses like you claim.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-2634
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=2634#respond
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A closed loop system on the other hand doesn’t and can’t.

“larger than all the ones we had so far put together! LEARN FRAC WATERS! plastic cities kill all on earth to make the plastic
that does not have the attributes or could be used ever!”

Thats so crackpotted it can’t even be parsed.

“NO foamcrete is weak and is porous and has none of the attributes to build with…”

No, foamcrete is quite strong and its porisity is part of what makes i that way.

“you are lying out of ignorance…”

No, You are blibbering out of ignorance.

“I have to forgive you ONCE! ANd 3000 mils perhour kills humans and all that lives with a bump of only a foot or twist…1 g

become 10 G’s 29 will kill you instantly…”

None of which can happen in a stright tunnel with self correcting

flotilla systems which always keep the tunnel straight and all sections of it even. Below a depth of 150 feet the ocean is completely still.

” at 3000 mph you get up to 100 gs and in from any direction…”

Now you are truly showing your colors as a BS artist. 100 Gs

is never going to happen in a straight tunnel.

“a window pops and you die…all die the whole train! “

same thing as with high altitude jets. Best idea is to make them so they can’t pop.

“The material itself is a pollution on the sea, the currents can’t be fought or corrected for in deep water… “

There are no currents under 150 feet deep. The currents are only on the surface of the ocean. Even so, your claim is bogus, it is simple to deal

with the currents or even lay a train rail on the oceans surface.

“sharks crabs and other things that tend to rip open things…power supplies make no sense… over 300 reasons why it does not
work is not a joke… it is a warning!”
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No, its a mistake, generated by a guy whos ranting in ignorance about things he doesn’t know about. Hes fine about his points about Jaque but
he doesn’t know physics.

“and no track on earth exist that can move up and down and sideways and still function “

No, again, flexible joint systems already invented (in the 1960s)
could more than deal with the flexing forces the ocean would apply at the highest tension point- which would be the surface.

“IF power was possible to use when it takes the power of 2 cities to make it run… “

No, again, you simply have no clue what you are talking about.

“well the point sort of tells you what is what!

cost of construction is only a tiny 200 trillion dollars”

more saturday morning cartoon BS pulled outta your but.

“and the lifespan of it only 20 to 50 years “

No, The system i would build would last thousands of years the materials to do that are quite available.

“and you have to rebuild it all…yep real smart stuff..if your IQ is lower than a snail.”

amusing, but in this case sadly reflective. I know my topic and you don’t.

Thats not really an IQ problem, I suspect you assume that you can BS your way through this conversation because we are as ignorant as you
are.

That simply isn’t the case. I know the facts of the matter.

 prometheuspan said this on September 3, 2010 at 10:21 pm | Reply

I was certain your claims about ocean currents were wrong prom As i remember discussions about el nino in the past and the oceans
conveyor belt system, a series of underwater temperature and pressure driven current systems. Any way I know its wikipedia but please
check this.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=393&t=2027
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-1620
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=1620#respond
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Deep ocean currents are driven by density and temperature gradients. Thermohaline circulation, also known as the ocean’s
conveyor belt, refers to the deep ocean density-driven ocean basin currents. These currents, which flow under the surface
of the ocean and are thus hidden from immediate detection, are called submarine rivers. These are currently being

researched by a fleet of underwater robots called Argo. Upwelling and downwelling areas in the oceans are areas where
significant vertical movement of ocean water is observed.

Surface currents make up about 10% of all the water in the ocean. Surface currents are generally restricted to the upper

400 m (1,300 ft) of the ocean. The movement of deep water in the ocean basins is by density driven forces and gravity. The
density difference is a function of different temperatures and salinity. Deep waters sink into the deep ocean basins at high
latitudes where the temperatures are cold enough to cause the density to increase.

It states categorically that even the the surface currents go down to 400 metres, not 150 metres. This is not even discussing the depths of

deep ocean currents.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_current

 anticultist said this on September 3, 2010 at 10:43 pm | Reply

That is only going to happen where a well is put on a fault line.
Otherwise, its simply BS.
No that is true and you are BS! The COOLING makes the local rock more solid and CRACK SNAP and so get DEEPER and cause
tiny quakes. The water then cools it again and the cracks get deeper and deeper and deeper forever in this cycle of cooling rock FOR

HEAT and then the rock reacts as expected! SAME as I was right about the Natural gas and the gas does not obey foolish wants and
goes anywhere it can as in laws of physics and not laws of greed!

“and they suspect it is longer deeper cracks being formed. If too deep the control is lost and a volcano can be created.. over time.”

No, even worst case scenario situations will not form volcaones, but thanks for illuminating us with saturday morning cartoon physics.

Well do the science… can YOU tell if a fault line is there or not that deep? No one can! 2) when you ARTIFICIALLY keep the rock
cool and go deeper and deeper… when the water stops the rock melts again and now has a path to met more all the way up. The

Longer a deep Geothermal well is active the deeper it gets…like it or not!

The waters from all well drilling is super full of contaminants BIG TIME and have to be sealed up in artificial lakes to evaporate and to
make the cracks themselves a super amount of chemicals (up to 250 different things or more) to do all kinds of work from erode the

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_current
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-1621
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=1621#respond
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rock with acids and reactive chemicals
then ANY water of the system is dangerous and all waters from the drilling super dangerous!

gain, do you know what the difference is between and open and closed system? No? Then quit being an idiot.
…………..
An open system certainly can generate bad gasses like you claim.

A closed loop system on the other hand doesn’t and can’t.

IDIOT!
NO SUCH THING AS A CLOSED SYSTEM! None of them are closed! all of them are open systems and EVAPORATE surplus

gases and add water all the time… you are told they are closed but you can see them as open in the clip and faking being closed! heck
they even complain they need more and more water all the time! Remember it is LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION not any where
like you think and Fresco thinks without thinking!
…………….

No, again, flexible joint systems already invented (in the 1960s)
could more than deal with the flexing forces the ocean would apply at the highest tension point- which would be the surface.

LIAR! why do you bother to lie to me? No power on the planet can resist waves and currents… so shut up fool! do the math! 4000

mph and a curve… gravity fool gravity! then bump and a dip… at 4000 MPH you just killed all inside thank you IDIOT! It is the effects
not the track bending that kills IDIOT!

“IF power was possible to use when it takes the power of 2 cities to make it run… “

……………….
No, again, you simply have no clue what you are talking about.

No Moron YOu do not know! They claim 2% of the energy of a plane Per train BUT to take the air out of the tube you need super
amounts of power! You also have to do it several times a day!

please use the brain better than you have been!
………………….

No, foamcrete is quite strong and its porisity is part of what makes i that way.

LIAR!
the fact it is a LOOSE mix of stome and concrete with few glue materials always made it sooooo weak it is used to let water pass in
walkways and you can brake a chunk off with ease with a hammer in one shot! it is never used to build walls or floors and is for
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driveways and rain water Also they CAN plug up with dirt in a flood and fail to work ever again like a filter that is full.
……………….

But I see the others are pointing you out too so i waste my time on such a fool

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:14 am | Reply

oH and LIAR the system YOU WOLD is just you playing fantasies again and proof you have no clue… they DID and we proved it did
not work and was not even needed and obsolete in advance due to the traffic problem being able to be solved to create very little traffic
to solve the problem and not make another as TVP and the other fools and now you want out of low IQ and high vanity and greed.

poor fool you are sure to be under 25! Under 25 think like you… 1.2 the fact and less to make choices with… so sad.

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:17 am | Reply

9. hmmm.

yes, of course you are right, good catch. I should have qualified that as significant ocean currents or currents with enough push to make a

difference to structures.

The problem has been studied a few times by different people. There are deep ocean currents but they have a different causality and the
movements are much slower.

Its a relative question. When a storm hits the ocean the currents in the ocean that mirror the storm only go to a depth of about 150
feet.

Serious tidal and thermohaline currents are mostly on the surface.

A .1 mile per hour current is a whole different creature than a 1 mile per hour current, and thats what we are really talking about here, orders of

magnitude differences in the speed and thus force of the current involved.

http://www.waterencyclopedia.com/Mi-Oc/Ocean-Currents.html

http://dusk.geo.orst.edu/oceans/deep_currents.html

Deep ocean currents are known to exist as deep as 3 miles. However the RATE of flow of such currents is incredibly slow, in many cases only

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-2635
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=2635#respond
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-2636
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=2636#respond
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://www.waterencyclopedia.com/Mi-Oc/Ocean-Currents.html
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://dusk.geo.orst.edu/oceans/deep_currents.html
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moving a few meters per hour.

The question is concerning currents which would have a significant impact upon a tunnel. Putting such a tunnel below 150 feet would

isolate it from all of the currents which have significant speed.

My apologies to the blog for my lack of clarity on this.

 prometheuspan said this on September 4, 2010 at 6:26 am | Reply

dude

you can’t build a train tunnel under 150 of water! You can suck the air out of it too! it would go flat!
do you see the pressure and the vacuum both work to destroy it OFF THE BAT?
reason 128… do the physics!
current pressure and a vacuum so needed that if it fail all die or if it bend all die it it rise or fall all die… at 4000 MPH the gravity goes to

100g to 20 to 10 back to 50… you die!

Only a MORON think Lets put it below 150 feet! Forget we can’t put it at 150 feet Lets go deeper and add to the now impossible
problem to make it funny and super impossible?

we ADD pressure to resist pressure WE DO NOT VACUUM ourselves to death!
It is called IMPLOSION… look it up!

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:24 am | Reply

10. ” Below a depth of 150 feet the ocean is completely still.”

In most places. Where it is not completely still, such currents move too slowly to have an impact on a solid structure, and submarine rivers are
quite rare over all in the ocean, whereas the surface is constantly moving because of currents no matter where in the ocean you are, below 150
feet the ocean becomes incredibly still in most places.

 prometheuspan said this on September 4, 2010 at 6:35 am | Reply

Liar!
any current has an effect on all objects! You lie like it was a rug! it is the power to move the tube and that is ANY MOVEMENT at all!
One inch so does the track move… it can’t be fixed to the bottom or have floats so how would it stay put?

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=393&t=2027
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-1629
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=1629#respond
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-2637
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=2637#respond
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=393&t=2027
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-1630
http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/?replytocom=1630#respond
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It simply can’t! To think at any level the currents become tame and stop pushing matter is like magical powers you used to stop physic

laws?

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:27 am | Reply

11. http://www.tpub.com/weather3/1-24.htm

“The deep-sea currents associated with the deep-ocean circulation flow at

a rate of a few centimeters per second or less. If we were able to free float a bottle at a designated depth,
this rate of speed would equate to the bottle moving less than 2 degrees of latitude (120 nmi) in a year,
or 0.06 nmi/hr.”

 prometheuspan said this on September 4, 2010 at 7:34 am | Reply

12. UPDATED the original post with a new video from Peter.

 anticultist said this on September 4, 2010 at 11:35 pm | Reply

13. Just when I thought your cheap shots and blatant stupidity couldn’t sink any lower, you post a video by PeterWhitlock, an bat-shit insane

fundamentalist christian who is such a douche that he trolled my youtube page for a month. No to mention his points are completely retarded
and could be debunked by a 5 year old. Geothermal makes poisonous gases so we shouldn’t use it? WTF is he talking about? Have you ever
been to a hot spring? Did you die from inhaling poison? Geothermal isn’t meant to be used on cynder cones you dolts, you put them on shield
volcanos which have a constant magma flow. And they don’t cause earth quakes either, were the hell do you come up with this stuff? As for

what the buildings are made of, I did a 5 second google search and whaddayaknow, it’s already been answered in the most obvious of all
looking spots: the FAQ on his website: http://www.thevenusproject.com/the-venus-project-introduction/faq
Look at questions 37-40. You people are truly pathetic…

 Gavin said this on September 6, 2010 at 6:23 am | Reply

Funny how you use the plural and attack people who never even made any claims, you must be single handedly the most retarded person
posting here unable to differentiate between someone providing a link to a video to someone who actually makes the video. Likewise you
seem unable to decipher the point of interest that I am concerned about, in other words Fresco being a complete con man and charlatan

and lying. But thats probably too much for your little mind to comtemplate and consider.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110902175040/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/09/01/joke-fresco-is-getting-annihalated-here/#comment-2638
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Again another TZM fanboy comes here and sharks the religious folk as if they have some kind of vendetta against people of faith and
religion, you guys cease to amaze me how incredibly ignorant you are to other peoples dispositions. You wonder why we at this blog
laugh at your own belief structure and naievete, its because you yourselves are no better than religious people.

Gavin youre no better than Peter Whitlock in your own ideology of TVP/RBE dreamland. You are the pathetic one.

Quotes from the venus project:

Some of the materials that could be used are composites of high strength inner and outer surfaces with a foamed inner core.

The exterior surfaces could be of a ceramic material, glass, or pre-stressed, lightweight concrete.

So thats your genius material that a magic robot will build buildings from ?
Get a life.

These newer materials will probably serve multiple purposes. They could be lightweight, high strength, and low

maintenance, with acoustical properties not found in today’s structures.

Notice that these dont exist today :D Also notice how he regurgitates the same response in question 38 and 39.

Eventually these structures will be self erecting and use composites such as shape memory materials. These are materials

that can be pre-shaped for such items as contoured furniture. They are then flattened for easy shipment and activated
electrically to assume their original shape.

Oh so the whole building and all inner furniture will be made of memory metals ? If you say so ! And how much memory metal do you

have at hand to do this with ? What resources will you need to make entire cities from this stuff? You guys live on another fucking planet.
And like Peter said, if theres a fire the building will just fall apart back to its pre packed state, also a fact for fun the tiny piece of memory
metal Jacque has works off heat from a hair dryer not from an electric circuit.

Come back in a few hundred years when you can provide some evidence of what you have to offer the world son.

 anticultist said this on September 6, 2010 at 9:19 am | Reply

WOW such a LOW IQ
hot springs eh… SURFACE rain water on up to the surface hot rocks… ghee how LOW IS your IQ? That low!
you did not learn a dam thing about Geothermal power or drilling or fracture waters… you clearly are a MORON that claims I am a

fundamental This or that… to prove you are a complete Moron that never once dared to look at my channel but did post a lot of lies and
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pro TVP crap if I remember correctly… all TVP and TZM and now all TVP or left out in the cold? LOL

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:32 am | Reply

14. indeed. Gavin, i took on the issues. I confronted the errors.

I did not needlessly attack or belittle to do it. The point of this blog is to explore whatever happens in the internet or etc that points out problems
with TVP/TZM. Anticultist would be remiss in his mission if he did not post these.

You are free to come here and point out the holes. Instead, you waste your time and ours by showing yourself to be exactly the kind of prick

you seem to be bemoaning.

Peters religiousity is not an issue.

If you have an actual comment to make to refute anything he has said, I’d find that interesting.

Ad hominems are generally the refuge of those who can’t manage an argument.

Peter has some facts about engineering confused, and has been duly corrected.

You haven’t addressed his points about JF peter joseph being a con man and a criminal, and in fact you have displayed more of the same cult

mind which got TVP/ TZM into this mess in the first place.

Its neato to imagine a world made of george jetson unobtainium.
back in reality the reason why we don’t build with such materials is that the cost would be exorbitantly expensive.

A billion dollar flat isn’t the wave of the future, its a pathetic pipe dream by a man who didn’t bother to do his research for cost/benefit analysis
and come up with cheap and realistic materials instead of far fetched improbables.

The sad truth of why is that he needed such materials to build his 1950s world faire esque models. Which now look even more dated than
science fiction of the same era.

All he had to do was go practical and pragmatic instead of futuristic futuristic and he could have been fine. Its a joke, and any structural engineer
will tell you its a joke.

Back to foamcrete. No it doesn’t make buildings that look like 1950s world faire rejects.
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Yes it does make buildings large and cheap and livable.

“self erecting”?

ha hah ha ha ha. You know the problem with that? anything that self assembles also is prone to disembly and entropy and tends to fall apart. IE
entropy. We don’t use self assembly because all its good for is stuff you plan to take down in 40 hours like tents.

This is a fine example however even of why self assembly will never be the wave of the future. Self assembly tents are so big, unwieldy, and
useless that they can’t be packed into a back pack-
your only real use is less than 100 meters from the car, and most of them have to be lugged that distance by two people. The future may be

futuristic, but its not magic. Get real.

Come back to us when you have an argument or come back not entirely devoid of content based on cheap ad hominems and blithering.

 prometheuspan said this on September 6, 2010 at 9:59 am | Reply

Just wanted to say Thanks

I do make mistakes and do try to correct them as I go.. I should of not removed the clips. I did not know so much fuss was on them
here… I was thinking no one saw them that cared for the longest time.
I was against fresco from 1978 onward.
I had the perfect Village in 1966 and since! Not my fault no one believe in perfection and all want vanity and low base instinct to lead all

the future to doom.
I have the solution to all things that plague mankind NOW and all worlds to come from mankind.
So why no one studies the real Perfect template and all run to aa liar con man that feed on Theist data and then claims he is Atheist?

Only Theist build round cities and only theist ever did… to build like God of the scriptures…using perfection!
heck the secret of the Bible is concentric circles and made of arches with a flat roof… the rest is modualar plug and play so it never gets
old or out of date…always new! Just like scripture said it would be.

if they rather fight over me exposing Fresco than face the real construction of the solution to all human and life problems…well I see a
planet of apes and apes see me as insane…. not like them!
well da!
i am not!

I have the cure for all things…. who ever had that in history but me Jesus and god IAM from scripture? who?
where?
when I die who will know what perfection is? How to build it? why it save time lines?

worlds
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whole races and species
naw,
no one wants perfection… they make a western world to wait for it and then it shows up and they want to do all but!

i live on a doomed planet ran by apes that play rather than serve Humanity.
and who told the world they could breed like that????
sheeesh

so thanks man
my cross is heavy and my duty was not to fight fresco but to replace him with the real thing he tried to steal and call his own against
scripture.
that is how low fresco is…no one but Jesus speaks of a world with no money… no one!

all get it from him and prophecy!
No one build round cities but Theist! Yes They were all theist Howard, Disney worked for Jesus to find HIS Church village perfection.

think…. super fast trains or walk across the street to work and need no bike car or other transport to do it?

Build cities on the sea or plain build villages that make no babies and use them to promote and restore the planet as populations stop
growing?

Abundance by adding tech or abundance by balancing human population?

come on!!! I trim tab by prevention where that shit adds to the problem new ones!

Dude NONE ever stand up for me or defend what I say. EVER!
THANKS
THANKS for not being the bandwagon of apes.

if only the perfect village would rise now… end this world of follies and get new ones to want to go to and thirst to go…to dream and
work to build to go..for others!
Life must go to new places and must be seeded with care..Only A.I. can do that!

we will embrace them and with the great duty we shall be brothers in duty not at war with each other or dominated by them…but Earth
must be the seed planet it is and must remain or all is lost!

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 3:51 am | Reply
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15. Let’s keep in mind that the reason most things are expensive has more to do with availability of material than it does with human labor. Lunch
boxes are made of plastic or aluminum instead of titanium because titanium isn’t as easy to produce as plastic or aluminum. I think that is the

point anticultist was making.

 Manila English said this on September 6, 2010 at 6:54 pm | Reply

I am sure TVP fanatics will just wish these things into existance. Meanwhile Jacques taking cash donations to keep the dream alive.

 anticultist said this on September 6, 2010 at 7:37 pm | Reply

actually you are wrong, and it is POPULATION GROWTH that makes us choose other materials or you all could have titanium
lunchboxes!
The more population the faster and the less time you need to waste or production so PAPER BAGS still are the best and all others waste

and pollute… how about surplus of good food so kid not have to lunch boxes…just eat anywhere when you are hungry.
I give fruit trees tomato plants grape vines… each year something! funny how the most poor guy is the one helping all the richer ones
have surplus because they were tooo vain to know seeds grow!
apple seed takes 5 to 8 years… I had the time many times over… so many people today have trees they eat from that i gave them free

as surplus from my super poor home.
funny how the poor can grow and the rich can’t even think of it.
So be Humans… go plant something and walk away… just plant so much that no mater what you do things grow… let them eat from

what you done and do it everywhere!
let them know some Humans still exist on this planet!

 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 4:07 am | Reply

16. on the other hand, titanium lunch boxes would be overkill.

Changing the pricing system does not change the inherent value or scarcity of exotic materials, it only changes how we relate to them.

In terms of energy accounting, a house made of space age plastics is still thousands (or millions) of times more expensive in terms of its energy
and materials costs than one made of foamcrete.

Not using $$$ any more doesn’t change this.
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The only thing that could change it is singularity technology and
replication devices ala star trek. Until we can generate infinite free energy and duplicate matter of any kind instantly to suit our needs, space age
plastic houses are for quack job billionaires.

 prometheuspan said this on September 6, 2010 at 11:59 pm | Reply

17. Does carbon fiber exist or is it my imagination? I think the significant points behind Fresco and the Venus Project aren’t to create everything
they design to its exact spec, but rather to propose REAL change on a socio-economic, technological, and environmental scale–at least they are
proposing some type of positive transition in human behavior/consciousness. The “system” as we know it today is not working-no brainer there.
And geothermal has been working just fine in many places; look at Iceland. Practice safe geology. I do lean towards Fresco’s ideas more than

those opposing him, but I do think those against TVP are missing the major points of it all.

 Bill said this on October 20, 2010 at 11:42 am | Reply

Nah I get it as do most the critics here who are all ex long standing members, weve just evolved past TVP / TZM and realised its not

working nor is it going to work thats the no brainer were passing on.

 anticultist said this on October 21, 2010 at 2:17 am | Reply

The “system” as we know it today is not working-no brainer there. And geothermal has been working just fine in many places; look at
Iceland. Practice safe geology. I do lean towards Fresco’s ideas more than those opposing him, but I do think those against TVP are

missing the major points of it al

1) the SYSTEm works to perfection and just because 90
5 of humans are sacricfided does not mean the other 10% will die! in fact they prosper! Hey i don’t like it ether but that is
OVERPOPULATION that you are also avoiding like them.

2) yes NATURAL geothermal has NOTHING to do with deep well Geothermal…so you are badly mistaken! heat at the surface and
heat way down is way different!

3) we can tell YOU are missing the point! you are doing it all wrong from end to end so how can you know better to not follow Fresco?

it is you we come to save from fresco because of exactly that! YOU CAN”T TELL! We have for you!
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 Peter said this on May 12, 2011 at 4:21 am | Reply

18. Well, rather than ridiculous videos with a babbling idiot as your spokesman, maybe someone can actually offer constructive criticism–a counter
argument that actually offers something. That’s typically the problem with most uneducated people, they simply bitch about something rather

than offering a new or different way to solve a problem. Whaaaa, their idea isn’t working, let’s do NOTHING about it, whaaaa. If you have
truly “evolved” past a group that is at least attempting to solve major human issues, then please propose an alternative solution. Oh, and since
it’s so easy to “pick-up the internet and go learn”, please Google the basic rules of English grammar.

 Bill said this on October 21, 2010 at 3:46 am | Reply

Erm grammar nazi, ignorant of the facts and using assumptions left right and centre. Well done, most educated people would do some
research into who they were talking to and check the claims they were making about them were correct. Also read the original post you
moron the guy in the videos is not anyones spokesman.

I guess you just failed abysmally, anyway since you have nothing to add here, IE you have no idea about the people posting against the
movement. You have not a clue about all the things the people here have said about it online it is probably best you just dont bother
returning until you have an idea.

So take your whiney ass back to conspiracy woo world where you belong you retard.

 anticultist said this on October 24, 2010 at 6:32 pm | Reply

19. Its sad to see that fail human being will always be fail human beings… You say that you have ”facts” and that ur right because u’ve been a
member long enough to know what ur talking about. But it’s all speculations, so is for TVP to work, it’s speculation. Until we have a prototype,

the first city teaching critical thinking, changing behaviors and people’s way of thinking etc, you can’t say it can’t work. You don’t seem to
realise that ”retarded people that are retarded on purpose” what i call sophists will have probably alot of peer presure on them or left alone to
talk to a wall all day because they don’t make sense… People will eventually stop feeding the trolls, wich will produce an incentive for the trolls
to act as human beings.

 Stéphane Blouin said this on October 23, 2010 at 6:51 pm | Reply

That city aint arriving anytime soon so best not to hold your breath, meanwhile critical thinking is being used right now on this very blog
enjoy.
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